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�� It can be detected in two ways:It can be detected in two ways:

�� In terms of specific population groups In terms of specific population groups 

(minorities, women, young population, senior (minorities, women, young population, senior 

citizens).citizens).

�� In situational terms (those more exposed to In situational terms (those more exposed to 

others to certain risks).others to certain risks).
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It is important 
both  to 

integrate as well 
to distinguish 

these two blocks 
and their 

connections 

So the objective of this presentation is to adopt this perspective in terms 

of labor markets; to identify for instance those whose exposure to 

economic risk is personal in the highest degree; those for whom the buffer 

zone when receiving a personal or economic blow is the tiniest 

independently of how good or bad they fared recently.



� Does exist any international guidelines that help us to map the 

labor market so to identify its most vulnerable ways of insertion 

in terms of both economic and personal risk?

� The good news is that it exists and was established by the XVII 

ICLS, back in 2003.

� The bad one (maybe) is that it is associated to the term 

“Informality” that especially for developed countries still 
sounds like a developing country issue.



� Actually what the XVII ICLS did in 2003 was to move well beyond 
the original notion of “Informal Sector” (XV ICLS 1993): the latter 

is the one or classical notion of non-registered micro scale 
economic units so conspicuously spread in developing countries 

urban landscape. However, the broader notion of Informal 

Employment set ten years later points out not just to a specific
sector or segment of the economy, but to a way of insertion that

leaves individuals far more economic exposed than others, no 
matter if the economic units they are working for are those of the 

classical informal sector or formal ones. 



� Informality so understood is more a behavior any kind of 

economic unit or agent may engage in establishing labor 
relationships than an ontological propriety so to speak, as it is the 

case of the classical informal sector, which under the integrated 
perspective, becomes only a specific or chronic case of that 

behavior.

� If despite what mentioned above the informality term still render 
uneasiness forget it for a while and let’s focus in the philosophy 

beneath the integrated ambition of the XVII ICLS and the way it 

works, which is really the interesting thing.



� The XVII ICLS combines two perspectives 

so to map a country’s total employment: 

the first perspective is the one focusing in 

the nature of the economic unit an 

individual is working for; the second one 

focuses in the labor conditions, 

highlighting those that speak of a weak 

labor attachment.



A recommended way to breaking down the economic units 

resembles a lot the institutional sector classification of the SNA:

� Household sector 

� Households hiring paid domestic workers

� Unincorporated enterprises of the household sector

� Non registered small scale economic units (informal sector)

� Registered small scale economic units owned either by

▪ Own account workers (professionals or not)

▪ Micro employers (professionals or not)

�Corporations/ Societies (private enterprises plus enterprises owned by 

governments)

�General Government  

�Non-profit Institutions



� It is important to draw the attention on respect the difference in terms 

of economic risk or exposure between unincorporated enterprises of 

the household sector and corporations and societies: in the first case, 

the units as such cannot engage in transactions or enter into contracts 

with other units, nor incurring liabilities on their own behalf. The 

owners have to raise the necessary finance at their own risk and are 

personal liable, without limit, for any debts or obligations incurred in 

the production process. In the other hand, an individual who has

propriety rights on a corporation or society has secured the key

distinction between personal and entrepreneurial risk, which is the very 

point of those private institutions or moral persons as they are known in 

many national legislations.



� So it is the nature of the economic unit an invaluable reference to 

determine if independent workers such as employers and own account 
workers are vulnerable or not in terms of economic risk exposure.

� The other type of vulnerability focuses labor conditions, which makes 

sense on respect those categories or status on employment 

contributing only or mostly with their labor force to the economic 
processes, that is the non-entrepreneurial employment, which of 

course is the largest share of total employment. 

� Therefore this perspective centered in employees looks to distinguish 
from the rest those that “in law or in practice (are) not subject to national 

labor legislation, income taxation, social protection or entitlement to 

certain employment benefits (advance notice of dismissal, severance pay, 

paid annual or sick leave, etc)”.1/

1/ Extract of the Seventeenth International Conference  of Labor Statisticians (ICLS) Geneva, 
November December 2003.



� The reasons may be the following:

� Non-declaration of the jobs

� Immigrants

� Paid domestic workers

� Workers off the books

� Casual jobs  or jobs of a limited short duration

� Those working by hour

� Those that all they have is short duration contracts

� Those which place of work is outside the premises of the employer’s 
enterprise (outworkers without employment contract)

� Any other kind of worker contributing only with her labor force to the 
processes however without the grant of a fixed remuneration or a type of 
remuneration  totally established in terms of units of goods or services 
provided (pseudo independent workers)



� The best way to combine these two 

perspectives without incurring in 

duplications is what the Delhi Group 

members use to call the Hussmans Matrix, 

latter endorsed by the XVII ICLS.
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� As it can be observed, the vulnerable independent workers 

(employers, own account w. plus contributing family 

members are located in the row of “Unincorporated 

enterprises of the household sector” (1, 2, 3). In case it is 

considered that to be a professional (medical doctor, 

dentist, accountant or lawyer) makes a difference because 

their human capital endowment set them apart,. they can 
be excluded (I, II).

� On respect employees to lack a firm established labor 

attachment make them vulnerable  no matter if they are 

working for unincorporated economic units (4,8) or more 

sophisticated type of economic units (5-7, 9-11) which 

includes general government either at local or national level.



� Blank cells refers to conceptual impossibilities (i.e. to be 

an employer or own account worker in government)

� All the numbers that can be place in those yellow cells 

refers those that either already are working poor or if 

they are not, having more risk to become one if any 

kind of personal or contextual contingency may 

happen.  To escape poverty is one thing, to escape 

vulnerability another and maybe the latter is the deeper 

invisible divide of the labor market in many developed 

countries.



� It is important to see which modality (the one coming from 

the nature of the economic units or the one coming from 

sheer labor relationships) will dominate the landscape of 

vulnerability insertion in terms of economic exposure but 

above all, if the aggregate effect of both is the factor 

defining the configuration of the labor market in the 

incoming years. In other words, the aggregate measure 

matters because is a strong signal if a national labor market 

is becoming more vulnerable or not. 




